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STAFF TOURS. 

By MAJOR S. H. F AIRRIE. 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

IN a previous article in this Journal (September, 1912) the 
subject, of an "appreciation" was dealt with from the point of 
view of the Director of Medical Services of a large Field Force, but 
it did not include matters connected with the zone of collection. 
This article is intended as a continuation of the appreciation and 
deals' with the zone of "collection," so that any officer acting 
as A.D.M.S. of an independent division may have a complete guide 
from which to compile his appreciation. It is to be remem
bered that the A.D.M.S. of a division operating independently 
becomes for the time being his own D.M.S. and D.D.M.S. Upon 
him will fall (at any rate for pu.rposes of practice at staff tours ' 
and war games) the duties of selecting localities for his general 
f!,nd stationary hospitals, and of making all arrangements on the 
lines of communication for the sick and wounded of the particular 
division. As a guide to this he should refer to the previous article 
mentioned above, selecting such headings from the syllabus as 
may appear to him necessary according to the particular military 
situation s,et. 

In mixed staff ,tours, such as are organized under brigade 
training arrangements, the independent division is the usual force 
selected, and as a R.A.M.C. officer always attends these tours, 
opportunities for practice in this particular role are of fairly 
frequent occurrence. , 

In selecting headings for an appreciation from a purely divisional 
standpoint one must consider firstly what the G.O.C. of the division 
will want to know about. the medical arrangements; second, in 
what particular matters you wish him to help you, either in co
ordinating these with other branches, or in giving his ,sanction to 
any particular arrangements which may be necessary before you 
can carry them out. 

The following syllabus is iptended as a continuation of that 
previously published, and the paragraphs are numbered in sequence 
to those already given. The numbers inserted in the text refer to 
paragraphs R.A.M.C. Training, 1911, to which reference may be 
made. 
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642 Staff Tours 

SYLLABUS (continued). 
, (IV) COLLECTION. 

(19) Give a list of the medical units available with the division 
(see War Establishments, latest edition). 

Numbers of medical officers, with regiments, 
with field' ambulances: Total . 

Num bers of stretcher-bearers, 
with' field ambulandes. Total . 

Numbers of ambulance wagons 

with regiments, 

State the carrying capacity of each class of transport, stretchers 
and wagons, in time-numbers (see footnote to 266). 

(20) Sketch the arrangements you propose for the disposal of 
daily sick; distinguishing if necessary between the arrangements 
made for the force while moving, and when halted (174). State 
how the returning eUlptyvehidles of the divisional supply train are 
to be utilized in passing sick to the refilling point (175, 239, 268). 

(21) State your prospective arrangements for dealing with the 
wounded after an engagement (192, 207, 208, 209, 210), F. S. 
Begs., Il, Sect. 90 (12), giving: Date, place, and character of fight
ing first expected; numbers and classes of casualties expected. 

(22) Indicate how you intend to provide the link between the 
collecting and evacuating zones (188, 189) F. S. Begs., 1I, Sect. 90 
(8) and (10). Your method of forming and utilizing the divisional 
collecting station, and how personnel and material are to be pro
vided, should be included (185). 

(23) If necessary YOu should make ,proposals for the collection, 
organization and utilization. of transport material from loca,} 
resources for use as auxiliary transport to assist in the collection 
and evacuation of wounded. You should also state by whom this 
transport should be collected, organized, controlled, and if required 
for any length of time, maintained (175, end, 185, 267,269,270). 

(24) State your plans for feeding the sick and wounded while 
with the field ambulances (176, 185, 203). 

(25) Sketch your proposals for forming convalescent companies 
and field convalescent depOts, if considered necessary (263). 

(26) Your dispositions and scheme for utilizing the various 
medical units and medical posts during the immediate military 
operations in progress (167, 186). 

As regards para. 19 : TheG.O.C. will like to know the means 
at your disposal for collecting wounded. Often at staff tours less 
than the established number of fieldambnlances is given to you 
in order to see what you will do. 
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So H. Fairrie 643 

In estimating the time taken to clear the wound~(f from that 
.portion of thecoH.ecting zone served. only by stretchers as a means 
of transport (which might fitly be called the" stretcher zone "), 
where all wounded must either walk or be carried lying down', the 
question is ~What proportion of the wounded given in the authorized 
estimates as requiring transport sitting-up where wheeled vehicles 
are concerned, would require to be . carried off the field on a 
stretcher? It' is hardly conceivable that the whole 80 per cent 
(20 per cent able to walk, 60 per cent sitting up) of wounded will 
be able to walk off the field to the ambulance wagons, or dressing 
stations, OUhe 60 per cent sitting-up eases mentioned in para,265 
R.A.M.C. Training, one might say 20 per cent could walk to the 
ambulance wagons unassisted, 20 per cent with assistance, and 
the remaining 20 per cent would have tobe.carried·on .• stretchers. 
The proportions. of wounded in the different categories for the 
"stretcher zone" would then be:-

.40 per cent able to walk.. 
20 per cent able to walk with assistance. 
40 per cent requiring transport lying down (including the 5. per 

cent severe cases only fit to be carried carefully by hand). We may, 
I think, reasonably take thiEi last percentage as giving the pro
portions of wounded who will in all probability give work to the 
stretcher squads. 

When one comes to estima.te the time taken to remove any 
given number of mixed wounded in wheeled transport, the average 
proportions of the different categories must first be fixed. One 
lying down to four sitting up may be taken as a working figure for 
either long or short journeys. For long journeys where walking 
is out of the question, the exact proportions worked out from 
official figures gives I lying down -to 4'666. sitting up, but if one-is 
going to estimate to three places of decimals the subject becomes 
too complicated. So take the even number Ito 4. Having fixed 
a working average for proportions of mixed wounded, it is now 
possible to work out the average carrying capacity of any class of 
vehicle used for the transport of mixed wonndedf You should 
remember that for administrative purposes the actual carrying 
capacity is of less importance than the average capacity when 
large numbers of vehicles and mixed wounc;led .are being dealt 
with. In order to make rapid calculations by the handy formulre 
given in footnote to para. 266, R.A.M.b. Training, a working 
average carrying· capacity per journey for each vehicle must bf' 
fixed. After omitting fractions this for mixed wounded WO.rks out 
as follows:- . 
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644 Staff 'Pours 

Ambulance wagons (marks V and VI 
" ,,(mark I) 

General service wagons 
3-ton motor lorry 
SO-cwt. motor lorry '" 
Conyerted motor omnibus 

, Smail country cart .. , 
Large country cart '" 

8 
5 
4 

12 
6 

20 
4 
8 

As regards the motor omnibus specially fitted' (para. 348 
R.A.M.C. Training), the carrying capacity is given as four lying 
down and eleven sitting up, but it is highly probable that in such 
a roomy vehicle space would be found for another five sitting up 
cases, so that thE} average and actual carrying capacity may safely 
be taken at twenty. 

As regards country carts, the sizes and kinds likely to be avail
able would vary so much that any calculation of exact averages is 
impossible. However, the smaller kinds might be counted oil as 
taking four, and the larger four-wheeled vehicle as taking eight 
mixed wounded. ' 

For the particular purposes of para. 19, horse-drawn vehicles 
would alone need to be considered ; either ambulance wagons, or 
other carts used as improvised ambulance wagons, such as would 
be needed with territorial troops. However, I consider that the 
carrying capacity of all classes of transport should be referred to, 
as it is of importance to know it. 

When, considering para. 20, arrangements should be made 
whereby the supply section of the divisional train when returning 
empty to the refilling point can be used for the clearing of the field 
ambulances of daily sick and wounded from casual encounters. 
State how such are to be convoyed (viz., what personnel from a 
field ambulance is to go in charge of them). Particular note 
should be taken of the instructions in F.S. RflgS., H, Sect. 51, 
paras. 4 and 6, also Sect. 91, para. 10, i. The complete clearing of 
the field ambulances when an engagement is imminent is most 
important. 

Taking para. 21: You should state how far the established 
means of collecting wounded meets the needs of the situation on 
your estimate of casualties. If insufficient, how you propose to 
supplement the means at your disposal. The main arrangements 
for evacuation should have been considered' in Part H of the 
syllabus under "Evacuation." The chief task for divisions to 
carry out under this head is considered in the next paragraph. 
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S. H .. Fairrie 645 

Full and particular attention should be given to para. 22. The 
method by which it is intended to link the collecting and evacuating 
zones is not definitely laid down under a separate heading in 
R.A.M.C. Training at present, but reference should be made to 
paras. 188 and 189 and to F.S. Begs., n, Sect. 90, pa.ras. 8 and 10, 
as valuable suggestions are there made. The early establishment 
'of such a link is of immense importance, for upon it depends the 
easy and rapid clearing of wounded collected during an action; so 
that if a force has to retire, its movements may not be hindered by 
multitudes of slightly wounded. It must be remembered that 
battles even between such small opposing forces as single divisions 
may not be over in one day. Means must therefore be devised to 
evacuate all wounded straight away, directly they come in. The 
early establishment of such a link will also greatly facilitate the 
clearing of field ambulances after a victory. 

It is the duty of the A.D.M.S. to assist in creating this link, and 
he should briefly sketch his plan. He should be careful not to detail 
for the evacuation of wounded, transport and personnel which are· 
intended and needed for the work of collection (see paras. 175 and 
267 R.A.M.C. Training and F.S. Begs., Il, Sect. 91, para. 10, i). 
Note that Ter6torial divisions would use voluntary aid detach
ments. Regular troops operating at home might do the same (vide 
para. 274 R.A.M.C. Training). 

The following must be borne in mind: It is the duty of the clear
ing hospital under orders of the D.M.S. conveyed through the General 
Staff to send forward detachments with transport to make connection 
with the collecting zone; when troops are marching or stationary, 
connection should be made. at the refilling point; during battle or 
after, connexion should be made at whatever places the A.D.M.S. of 
a division has notified (to D.M.S.) that wounded have been collected 
and are awaiting evacuation. Such places would be at the sites 
of divisional collecting stations or of dressing stations left behind 
after an advance, at localities where field ambulances have been 
opened under the conditions mentioned in R.A.M.C. Training 
para. 189, lines 11 to 13 (" one or more subdivisions open, 3, 4 or 
5 miles back, as a link between the fighting line and the clearing 
hospital.") The term "evacuating station" is suggested as most 
fitly d~scribing this latter post. It is also the duty of a clearing 

. hospital to advance as a whole after a victory to set free the field 
ambulances and to take over at once on the spot the sick and 
wounded from the field ambulances. It should be no part of the 
duty of a field ambulance to either conveyor convoy wounded to 

45 
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646 Staff To'm's 

a clearing hospital, or to any point further back than a medical post 
established under divisional arrangements. 

In referring to the divisional collecting station in your appre
ciation, or considering its location in your tactical dispositions, the 
following should be borne in mind: It should be the divisional 
medical post first formed, its locality should be notified to the 
troops in divisional operation orders. To it slightly wounded should 
be directed both from the firing line and from dressing stations, 
otherwise dressing stations soon become choked with multitudes of 
slight cases. At this post auxiliary transport may be collected and 
prepared to assist subsequent evacuation. It should not be placed 
on a road which is used as the main line of supply either of 
ammunition or of food, but it must be located .in a position from 
which evacuation is easy and to which a detachment of the clearing 
hospital can have ready access. It is suitably located at a railway 
station, especially if trains can be used to evacuate wounded during 
the progress of a battle. It should be the first formed link between 
the collecting and the evacuating zone, and should be taken over at 
the earliest possible moment by a detachment of the clearing 
hospital sent forward for that particular purpose. It should not 
be so near the area of fighting as to encroach on main dressing 
stations, or serve as a temporary refuge for malingerers; or again, 
so far away as to give a tired and wounded man a long march in 
order to reach it; a man severely wounded enough to fall out should 
not be expected to march miles before receiving anything more 
than temporary first aid. The actual distance chosen from the 
scene of the expected fighting should not exceed four miles, and 
may with advantage often be less. 

As regards the strength of the detachment detailed to open a 
divisional collecting station: It appears to, be usual to detail only 
a tent subdivision to open this post. The writer desires to take 
thi:; opportunity to advocate the employment of a whole section of 
a field ambulance, for the following, reasons: a section of a field 
ambulance is a self-contained unit. The bearer subdivision corre
sponding to the tent subdivision so employed, if detached for the 
duty of collecting wounded may become separated by many miles 
from its companion tent subdivision, often to the extent of losing it 
for a day or more. Rations and most of the transport of the section 
would be with the tent subdivision. Bearer subdivisions are not 
tactically independent units, but should always work with or back 
to their own tent subdivisions; wide separation or independent 
working is not feasible. The two should never be treated as if 
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S. H. Fairrie 647 

they constituted the old bearer company and field hospital. A 
field ambulance can be split into three' but cannot be split into six 
independent tactical units. The bearer and tent: subdivisions are 
organized and equipped as one unit, each for special duty but 
mutually dependent, and as 'long as this is so the fact must be 
respected and that they cannot be widely separated should be 
Femembered. Another point: The work of a divisional collecting 
station may be arduous and the men of a tent subdivision are few. 
If the bearer subdivision is required for the work of collection the 
way to free it is to' advance a detachment of a clearing hospital to 
take over the divisional collecting station, then the whole section is 
ready as a complete unit to go anywhere and do anything. The 
position of the divisional collecting station should be at once 
notified to the D.M.S., so that the clearing hospital may advance 
as soon as feasible. 

As regards para. 23: The collection of auxiliary transport is ' 
usually carried out under the LG.C. on the lines of communication. 
Local transport may, however, be required to supplement ambulance 
wagons (para. 175 end, R.A.M.C. Training), or even to take their 
place if the division has parted company with its medical transport, 
i.e., if it has been captured by the enemy. Local transport can 
only be requisitioned under the authority of the Q.M.G.'s branch of 
the General Staff. If required in any quantity except from a large 
town, mounted requisitioning parties would be a necessity. This 
means the employment of cavalry or mounted infantry for the pur
pose ; except during periods of inaction these could seldom be 
spared from divisions. 'rhe preparation of vehicles for the trans
port of wounded is, however, a purely medical service, and when 
necessary may always be undertaken by divisions. 

Para. 24: The feeding of sick and wounded. This is by no 
means a simple matter to arrange. The diversion Qf rations in
tended for combatant units to feed the sick and wounded of these 
units received by a field ambulance and before the wounded are 
evacuated, must be done by divisional arrangements, sanctioned by 
the G.O.C. and co-ordinated by an officer of the Q.M.G.'s branch 
of the Staff in conjunction with the chief divisional supply officer. 
The places where such diversion could be carried out would be 
either at the refilling point or in brigade areas. In the latter case 
regiments would have to give the number of their casualties to the 
brigade supply officer and an equivalent number of their rations 
would be handed to the field ambulances. 

As staffed at present, field ambulances would require additional 

o 
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648 Staff Tours 

cooks to prepare a meal if more than 1 per cent of the force is 
wounded. The guiding principle in this connexion should be, never 
to evacuate a wounded man until he has had a good meal. The 
resources of the medical comfort panniers are quite unable to 
provide this. 

Para. 25: When considering the disposal of slight cases it 
should be remembered that out of total casualties and sick there 
will always be a certain 'proportion of men who will be fit for duty 
in a few days ;it seems a pity to always send such slight cases to 
the evacuation zone. They might well march with the train or 
even help to form its escort. They should be formed into divisional 
convalescent depots during halts and periods of inaction. However, 
during periods of military stress, or when a battle is imminent, 
evacuation of all unfit men should be freely carried out, as d-ivisions 
at such times should be clear of all unnecessary encumbrances. 

As regards pam. 26: Most divisional appreciations will include 
the scheme of tactical distribution of the field medical units for the 
immediate operations in progress. A full treatment of this subject 
merits one or more special articles. The general principles under 
this heading are now included in R.A.M.C. training. Reference to 
a few of the more common errors committed and a few leading 
principles must suffice for the purposes of this article. 

Field ambulances or sections of them must be detailed by 
name to collect wounded over areas of front, and not behind par
ticular bodies of troops, such as brigades, &c. This rule should 
be almost invariable. The exceptions are: A field ambulance 
detailed to follow a body of troops engaged in a rapid. advance 
or a pursuit, when celerity of movement precludes any area being 
fixed by the A.D.M.S. Again, if a force be detached from the 
division to act independently, a field ambulance, whole or part, 
may be detailed to go with it. The tactical dispositions must then 
be left to the O.C. field ambulance in accordance with the orders 
issued by the O.C. detached force. The same applies to any detach
ment from a field ambulance sent with an advanced guard. The 
O.C. field ambnlance reports to the O.C. detached force or advanced 
guard, and both act for the time being independently of the main 
body. Cavalry field ambulances will nsually act with particular 
bodies of mounted troops. Their tactical disposition will be 
mutually arranged between the O.C. cavalry field ambulance and 
'O.C. cavalry or mounted brigade. . 

The smallest initial allotment of field ambulances, or sections 
of the same as will suffice, should be made for the preliminary 
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s. B. Fairrie 649 

stages of any engagement (F.S. Begs., Il., Sect. 90, para. 9). 
The remainder should be kept in reserve at the disposal of the 
A.D.M.S. (R.A.M.C. Training, paras. 177, 188). A field ambulance, 
or any portion of one, once launched out for the wor}:\: of collection 
cannot be recalled for duty elsewhere, any more than a battalion 
actually engaged with the enemy can be withdrawn to reinforce 
another point. When his units have become engaged the A.D.M.S. 
can oU:ly influence the course of the collection of wounded by 
employing his reserves (see Infantry Training, Sect. 121 (2); the 
maxims there laid down apply with equal force to medical units. 
Reinforcements for unforeseen circumstances can only be arranged 
for from the reserves. Similarly a dressing station once opened 
and at work cannot be closed on the spur of a moment to 
open elsewhere; if additional dressing stations are required they 
can only be supplied from reserve tent subdivisions. Another 
very common mistake is to open dressing-stations too soon. The 
main work of collecting wounded takes place after a battle, and 
what i§ nearly always forgotten, a victorious battle. 

The A.D.M.S. of a division should never try to command field 
ambulances or dictate details as to collecting wounded to the 
O.C. field ambulance. An A.D.M.S. should only direct the· field 
ambulance to proceed to a "jumping-off place," and give it an area 
over which to work. The localities of dressing-stations, detail of 
arrangements for collection, and the keeping back of local reserves 
(188) should be left entirely to the O.C. field ambulance, in exactly 
the same way as the details of occupying ground or of advancing 
against a section of a hostile position are left to the O.C. of a 
combatant unit allotted to the particular task. F. S. Regs., Il, 
Sect. 90 (10) should be carefully committed to memory. 

As regards the medical arrangements made for defensive 
positions: The permanence of these positions will vary somewhat 
and so must therefore the medical arrangements. The tactical 
use of defensive positions is fully but shortly explained in Infantry 

, Training, Sects. 138, 139, 147. , 
The limitations to separating tent" and bearer subdivisions, 

before .referred to, must be remembered in the general tactical dis
tribution of field ambulances and their component parts. Undue 
separation is a common and very serious t'frror. 

Th~ next subject to be considered is that of orders. 
I have inserted after these remarks some instructions for the 

framing of divisional R.A.M.C. orders for military operations, for 
the march, and on routine SUbjects. 
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650 Staff 'Pours 

This section is very puzzling to beginners, and some such guide 
is useful to us all because we are not doing this class of work suffi
ciently often to have all the requirements constantly at our fingers' 
ends. Orders in general are considered in paras. 161 and 162, 
RA.M.C. Training; the numbers of the paragraphs which refer 
to the particular subject matter of each order have been inserted 
in the specimen order. 

The question has often been asked as to how our orders for 
movements and for tactical employment of field ambulances during 
field operations should be headed: "RA.M.C. order" No. so 
and so, seems the correct heading. The heading, "Operation 
order" No. seems wrong. Only the General Staff write, 
or rather issue, " operation orders." No administrative commander 
i/3 empowered to issue operation orders under present regulations. 

When issuing R.A.M.C. orders remember that the O.C. field 
ambulance does not see divisional operation orders. Therefore 
some information must be given as to the G.O.C.'s intentions, or 
as to movements of troops in progress; this may be verbal or 
included in the written order, but in every case it must be sufficient 
to enable the O.C. field ambulance to understand his task. 

After each number in the specimen orders the subject matter 
which should be dealt with is explained. A subject which can more 
fitly be issued in routine orders should never be inserted in an 
order for a military movement. For instance, the general method 
to' be followed in disposing of the daily sick is for routine orders; 
but directions as to the exact locality where sick are to be sent for 
evacuation, and as to who is to take charge of them before a battle 
or a movement of troops, being affected by the military operations 
in progress, have naturally therefore to be included in the R.A.M.C. 
orders concerning such military operations. 

Every divisional operation order should contain information· 
concerning the medical arrangements which it is necessary that all 
troops should know. It is the duty of the A.D.M.S. to draft" as 
required, paragraphs for orders issued in the name of the divisional 
commander." (RA.M.C. Training, para. 162). Such a draft should 
be as follows :-

To General Staff Officer, X Division. 
Draft for Divisional Operation orders. No.

(place) 
(date) 

Reference to the particular map used. 
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s. H. Fairrie 651 

Medical. 
(1) A divisional collecting station will be opened at 
(2) Dressing stations will be opened at . (such and 

such places). See notes. 
(8) Sick and wounded will be evacuated to .. (such 

and such a place). See notes. 
(Signed) "X Y Z," 

Colonel, 
A.D.M.S., X Division. 

Time of issue. How sent. 
As regards the inclusion of the localities of dressing stations in 

divisional operation orders, this will only be feasible when defensive 
positions are taken up which will be more or less permanet;lt, and 
when there is plenty of time for the A.D.M.S. and the O.Cs. field 
ambulances jointly to reconnoitre the position. 

It may also sometimes be advisable to notify the locality at 
which a tent subdivision has been opened. I have already suggested 
that this place should be called an " evacuating station," being the 
"link b'etween the fighting line and the clearing hospital" men
tioned in para. 189, R.A.M.C. Training. Place it at a railway 
station if you can. 

This information will only be needed where there are detach
ments from the division operating more or less independently; 

• otherwise they will not know how to dispose of their casualties. 

Specimen Order by an A.D.M.S. of a Division, f01' Military 
Opemtions (162,172,173,177). 

Royal ArmyMedical Corps Order No. Copy No. 
By Colonel" X Y Z," A.D.M.S., X Division. 

(Building, such as an hotel; &c., from 
which orders are issued.) 

(Locality of same town, village, &c.) 
(date in figures.) 

Reference to .the particular map used: 
(1) . Position and strength of the enemy (177). 
(2) Intentions of G.O.C. When fighting may be 

expected (177). 
(3) . 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

station (177, 185). 
(7) 
(8) 

Order for Field Ambulance (167, 173, 186). 
Ditto. 
Dittb. 
Order for establishment of divisional collecting 

Order as to disposal of sick (174). 
Prospective arrangements for evacuation of 
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652 Staff Tours 

wounded from the field ambulances (F.S. Regs., p. H., Sect. 90, 
(8) and (10).-(175, 177,188,189,208,209,267», 

(9) '" Position of A.D.M.S. (Where he can be found). 
Time of despatch? 
How sent? 
Copy No. 1 retained. 
Copy No. 2 to O.C. No. X Field Ambulance . 

. Copy No. 3 to O.C. No. XX Field Ambulance. 
Copy No. 4 to O.C. No. XXX Field Ambulance. 

(Signed) " X Y Z;" 
Colonel, 

A.D.M.S., X Division. 

Specimen" March" Order by an A.D.M.s. of a Division. 
Royal Army Medical Corps Order No. .. Copy No. 

By Colonel "X Y Z " A.D.M.S., X Division. 

which orders are issued.) 
(Building, such as an hotel, &c., from 

(Locality of same town, village, &c.) 
(date in figures.) 

Reference to the particular map used. 
(1) ... Movements of troops concerned, such as 

Division will march to-morrow morning at such and such an hour, 
by so and so roads, to such and such a place. Starting point. . . . 
(as given in divisional orders). Order of march should be inserted 
in the margin or appended to the order (see No. 10). 

(2) .. . Arrangements for the advanced guard. The 
O.C; section or detachment field ambulance to report to O.C. 
advanced guard at a certain time andplace (217). 

(3) :::limilar arrangements for any detached force 
(171). _ 

(4) , Order for the march of the field ambulances 
with the main body. What unit to follow? Calculate when the 
leading field ambulance should pass the starting point (168). 

(5) . Arrangements for men falling out on the march. 
They are usually collected by the leading field ambulance, which 
should be directed to render a return at the end of the march (169). 

(6). . Arrangements for sick left behind. If a section 
of a field ambulance be detailed to take charge of them until 
evacuated, state how and where it is to rejoin. 

(7) . . . . Directions for an officer from each field ambu
lance to go forward on arrival at a stated locality, to receive orders, 
&c., as to next camp or billets, (See F.S. Regs., I, Sects. 51 (3), 
and 56 (2»). 
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S. H. Fairrie 653 

(8) Directions for an officer from each field ambu-
lance to attend at a stated hour at A.D.M.S.'s headquarters for 
next day's orders. 

(9) A.D.M.S. to state where he will be found during 
the march. 

(10) . Here append order of march of the varIOUS 
units of the division, if not inserted as a marginal note. 

Time of despatch, how sent? 
Copy No. 1 retained. 
Copy No. 2 O.C. X Field Ambulance .. 
Copy No. 3 O.C. XX Field Ambulance. 
Copy No. 4 O.C. XXX Field Ambulance. 

(Signed) "X Y Z," 
Colonel, 

A.D.M.S., X Division. 
The following are some suggestions for subjects which may 

suitably be included in routine orders :-
(1) Instructions for disposal of daily sick. 
(2) Procedure to be adopted in disposing of cases of infectious 

disease. 
(3) Instructions as to replenishments of equipment and' stores. 
(4) How material in charge of regimental medical officers is to 

be replenished. 
(5) General instructio'ns as to feeding sick and wounded. 

Authority to overdraw rations if necessary. 
(6) Returns required by the A.D.M.S. What records are to be 

_kept? 
The only remaining subject to be considered is that of recon

naissance_ Reference should be made to paras. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, 
and 11, the medical situation in the previous article of September, 
1912, number of THE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL 
CORPS. These will be found to give a fair guide as to what to report 
on. A field sketch should also be made of the area reconnoitred. 
Much useful information can be obtained from the county directory. 
Remember when estimating the amount of local transport at farms, 
that there may not be sufficient horses to put all the vehicles 
seen at the farms on the road at once; half would be a reasonable 
estimate. 

Inquiries during reconnaissance are much facilitated if field 
service uniform is worn. One is not then taken for a trespasser. 
All questions at houses, shops and farms are readily and willingly 
answered. Matters are quite the reverse if plain clothes are worn. 
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